
SPRINGNET is a pan-European support company offering a
range of temporary assistance services on short notice to
managers and management teams. From own experience we
know that the work conditions of managers of today can be
best compared to the ones of Formula 1 drivers. Full speed
ahead, constant time pressure, unmerciful competition, gigantic
expectations from fans and staff, and inexorable impatience for
results from owners. New challenges and issues can often
appear suddenly and un-expectantly, anywhere along the race
track. For this reason successful Formula 1 teams have
established a web of services to assist their drivers to perform
and win. A Formula 1 driver can always expect immediate
assistance in the pit-stop. Our ambition is to provide a similar
service to the best-in-class teams and drivers competing on the
race tracks of business.

The 250 professionals who are partners in the SPRINGNET

network spread across more than 20 countries are all highly
experienced and well connected. Most have more than 25
years of operative management experience in their specific
industry sector, thus requiring minimal set-up time when taking
on a support assignment. They not only know whom to talk to in
their respective industry sectors, they also know those they talk
to. And even more importantly, these key stakeholders know
them – and trust their competence and advice. This is critical as
a key area of SPRINGNET is to support companies in developing
sales in existing and new markets.

Our guiding principle is that Business is never Business to
Business. It is always Human to Human. You can’t assist a
company. Nor can you sell products or services to companies.
What you can do is to address the key individuals constituting
the companies and to offer your products and services to them.
Companies do no business, only humans do. The role of
SPRINGNET is to offer a range of support services to enable these
humans to do even more business. We are holding out a hand
for you to take, when you need one. You can always count on
us being on standby should you be in need for assistance in the
pit-stop.

THE SPRINGNET PROPOSITION
A PIT-STOP FOR HIGH PERFORMING MANAGERS

SPRINGNET EUROPE

250 PARTNERS – 20 MARKETS
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SALES SUPPORT
• MARKET RESEARCH & PLANNING

• MATCH-MAKING ACTIVITIES

• SALES & SALES SUPPORT

• SUSTAINABLE SALES & 
PROCUREMENT

• KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

• MARKET REPORT AND NEWS

SERVICE

• COMMUNICATION & PR

STRATEGIC SUPPORT
• STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES

• SCREENINGS & BUSINESS

PLANNING

• DUE DILIGENCE ACTIVITIES

• BEYOND THE HORIZON PROCESS

• THE EDGE OF KNOWLEDGE

PROCESS

• FINANCIAL ADVICE

• SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES

HUMAN SUPPORT
• COMPETENCE & RESOURCE POOL

• RECRUITMENTS

• OUTPLACEMENTS

• COACHING & CAREER PLANNING

• TRAINING & EXCHANGE

PROGRAMS

• NETWORKING FORUMS

• CONNECTION TO UNIVERSITIES

MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
• EXECUTIVE SUPPORT

• PROJECT MANAGEMENT

• INTERIM MANAGEMENT

• TEMPORARY REINFORCEMENT

• SHERPA SERVICES

• PRESENTATIONS AND

DOCUMENTATION

• TRANSLATION SERVICES
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MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SERVICES

SPRINGNET IS A MANAGEMENT SUPPORT COMPANY. Our mission is to support managers by
providing the right set of competencies and resources, when and where required. Our experience is that
managers do not suffer from a lack of ideas on what to do. On the contrary. There is an abundance of
advice and suggestions being shouted from the side lines. What managers really need is more time,
resources, and doers. We believe that if companies could only achieve all those already agreed projects,
they would be well on their way to where they want to be. We focus on action, on helping managers to
Have it Done. Now. Knowing that in the process it is very likely that we will be able to bring in some new
ideas and visions that will take you even further.

The role of SPRINGNET is to provide managers with the extra set of arms, legs, competences, experiences
and energy required to actually get the things done. We are not a traditional management consultancy
company mainly providing customers with reports and charts and a list of suggested priorities and
actions. Having all had a long operational management experience we regard such presentations as
figure skating – beautiful but not very effective. We are more into ice hockey. The core objective in
business is to score. For this reason the game is about getting the puck rapidly into zone, and to score. A
goal is a goal, beautiful or not is irrelevant.

Similarly, we know from first hand experience that the difficulty is not to identify problems and
opportunities. The real challenge is to organise staff and partners, and to implement the actions
required to actually manage and explore the challenges and opportunities at hand. And to actually make
the best out of the limited time and resources available. , which will always be in short supply. The best
generals wrote the strategy only after the battle was won. They understood that mission documents
and activity plans are useful, but must never become an obstacle to the overall objective. They knew to
concentrate all their resources on the front line actions. And to seek assistance where and when
required. They would never say no to a helping hand, as long as the person providing it was someone
who would and could walk the walk.

SPRINGNET provides management support from professionals who are able and ready for action, and
passionate about producing results and reaching objectives. They all have operational experience in
their field of expertise, and are ready to share their experiences and competences to assist the
managers of today in getting the things done. Know-how can be gained in different ways. But there is
only one way to gather competence and experience. In Heatnet we are not the expert at the side line
telling you how to do your job. We know what you really need. Hands-on competent assistance, at short
notice and with minimal set-up time. IN BRIEF – A SPRINGNET

SPRINGNET
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

▪ EXECUTIVE SUPPORT

▪ PRESENTATIONS AND DOCUMENTATION

▪ SHERPA SERVICES

▪ TRANSLATION SERVICES

▪ TEMPORARY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE

▪ INTERIM MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

▪ IT & ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

▪ PROJECT EXECUTION
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SPRINGNET
SALES SUPPORT

EVERYONE NEEDS HELP FROM EVERYONE. It could be a cocktail reception or a large international
seminar or trade fair. Most of us can manage, and even enjoy the social aspects of such a situation.
However, the task for someone involved in sales is not to socialise, but to sell! And honestly, how often
do you or your sales staff come home with an order from an international sales seminar? Yes, they were
interested. But did they buy….?

The challenges are multiple – who should I talk to, who is truly a potential customer and decision
maker, how do I break the ice, what are their needs, how do I communicate my offer, how do I make
sure that my value proposition is fully understood, how do I follow-up, do I have the resources required
to do that, how do I further develop my business and how to I minimise the risks.

Export sales is dominated by large international companies. Cross border trade is limited for small and
medium sized businesses, even within the “common market” of the European Union. The main reason
for this is that export sales requires heavy investments and most companies cannot afford the risk of
failing. The result is that these companies, which may be technological leaders in their field, will not be
able to explore the commercial opportunities abroad. Moreover, they also risk facing increased
competition on their home markets or a slow death as their accessible markets become saturated.

“Ready to face the enemy”?
To grow exports is high on the political agenda in all
countries and a lot of resources and efforts are spent on
organising international sales seminars and giving advice to
companies on how to sell abroad. However results are often
meagre. The old pro-verb of “saying is easy, doing is hard” is
unfortunately relevant for many export initiatives. The
question is how to move from words to action, or more
explicitly – how to approach the unknown.

SPRINGNET SALES SUPPORT

Humans buy, not companies - business is a people activity. Success depends on the ability to identify and
create interest and trust with the relevant decision makers. The proposition of SPRINGNET is precisely this
– to support individuals and organisations in the process of establishing relations for mutual benefit,
swiftly and cost efficiently. The role of SPRINGNET is to be a local facilitator and driver in targeted markets.
For this reason we have established a network of more than 250 professionals in 20 countries, all with a
minimum of 20 years of operational experience, extensive local networks, and a common motto –

“If you want to sell, why not just start by selling”. (Eric Nizard – A highly successful salesman, Paris)

▪ KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

▪ MARKET REPORT AND NEWS SERVICE

▪ COMMUNICATION & PR
▪ PRESENTATION MATERIAL

▪MARKET RESEARCH & PLANNING

▪ MATCH-MAKING ACTIVITIES

▪ SALES & SALES SUPPORT

▪ SUSTAINABLE SALES & PROCUREMENT

SALES SUPPORT SERVICES
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SPRINGNET is providing a range of services to support companies and institutions to
expand sales and presence in targeted export markets. Through a network of more than
250 local partners in 20 markets, all with a long operational experience and broad network in
their respective markets and industry sectors, SPRINGNET can act as your local advisor, guide,
facilitator and catalyst to develop your business.

One of our key roles is to organise meetings, workshops and master class activities
bringing together the key stakeholders and decision makers related to the business
opportunity at hand. Organising trips and meetings is not the end of our activity. For us it’s
only the beginning – the first step in developing a business relation.

Our job is to pave the way for productive match-making meetings, making sure all
stakeholders present are well prepared, genuinely interested and have a common view of
scope and objectives of the meetings. Time is in short supply for the people we address, and
the window of interest is even more narrow and elusive. You have to have everyone well
prepared and the stage set before bringing people together, thereby enabling everyone to
go straight to business when they meet. Only then can you expect concrete results from a
workshop or match making meeting.

We all have first hand experience in that preparations and follow-up are the key
ingredients for a successful business workshop. Before launching an activity we take good
care to clearly define the scope and the objectives, selecting and preparing participants,
researching facts and specifying the agenda. Equally, once a workshop is concluded we take
an active role in following up on conclusions and action points aiming to secure that agreed
steps are really taken to explore the opportunities identified.

We have made it our philosophy never to execute an activity unless we’re reasonably
confident that it will be productive – that there is potential to give all involved
stakeholders, buyers and sellers, maximal output. When in doubt, we prefer to reschedule,
or when necessary even cancel the activity. After each event we evaluate performance and
results, challenging ourselves to make it even better the next time.

Our guiding principle is that Business-to-Business is really always Human- to-Human. If
you want to sell or buy, you need to know whom to talk to, and those you engage with.
Success in business depends on the ability to identify the key stakeholders and to establish a
relation of trust and respect between two or more individuals. The proposition of SPRINGNET

is precisely this – to guide and support decision makers in the process of establishing
business relations for mutual benefit – swiftly and cost effectively.

We all have opportunities waiting for us beyond the horizon. Let us assist you in
reaching yours’. There’s really no time to Waste.
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Activity
Market research in order match and assess your 
offer and opportunities with the targeted 
companies and professionals
Deliverable
Market report outlining the opportunities 
and recommendations going forward

3. IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES?

Activity
What is your offer – products and service – and 
what are the unique features and advantages 
making you stand out in the market.
Deliverable
A 2 pages summary of your offer made in 
the Heatnet standardized format.

1. DEFINING VALUE PROPOSITION?

Activity
Which are the markets you target, which industry 
segments, which type of customers and partners, 
and what are your objectives.
Deliverable
Market plan defining your targets, 
objectives and priorities 

2. DEFINING SCOPE AND PRIORITIES

Activity
Introducing you to the selected prospective 
customers and partners and facilitating the 
process of establishing a business relation
Deliverable
Active match-making meetings with 
selected individuals and proposal on plan to 
facilitate the ongoing process 

4. INTRODUCTION TO “HOT” PROSPECTS & PARTNERS



COMPANY

HAELOK
COMPANY PRESENTATION

HAELOK Swiss Precision is the inventor of one the 
world´s strongest mechanical pipe connection. 
HAELOK is considered as the only mechanical 
alternative to welding. The pipe connection system 
offered by HAELOK is widely used in a range of 
industry sectors – Shipbuilding, Automotive, Fire 
protection, O&G, Power and Processing. 

VALUE PROPOSITION

In recent years the solutions provided by 
HAELOK have attracted interest in the District 
Heating and Cooling industry. The fact that the 
connections can be installed without the need for 
welding has proved to be a critical feature among 
district energy installers and operators. 
HAELOK fittings are considered the only 
mechanical alternative to welding and are 
certified by the most demanding classification 
institutes

BENEFITS

REFERENCES

(EXAMPLES)

Customer

Market

Application

Challenge

Results

REYKJAVIK ENERGY (2013)

Iceland

District Heating

Welding successfully 
replaced by Haelok
fittings 

Welding not appropriate 
in the local climate

NUON (2014)

Netherlands

District Heating

Haelok solution increased 
productivity by a factor 3 
> 2000 fittings installed

Welding no longer 
allowed in-house

MEYER WERFT (2013) 

Germany

Pipings in cruise ships

Standard in all new ships, 
15 000 fittings installed 

Welding is a bottle neck 
and health/safety issue

The main advantages of the HAELOK solution is 
that is provides extremely tight and secure gasket 
free connections without requiring welding or 
screwing.  The connection is certified up to 1140 
bar pressure, and can manage temperatures from 
minus 55C to plus 400C. It’s provided in 
dimensions ranging from 6,0 – 168,3 mm.

The welding free fitting system provided by 
HAELOK offers a range of benefits in the DH 
industry
• Can be used in-house without safety concerns
• Easy to install – boosts productivity
• Very cost competitive vs. welding systems
• Can be used in very rough and wet conditions
• Reduced need for training of installers – secure 

consistent quality of entire pipe network
• Reduces Health & Safety concerns.

Activity sector Welding free pipe connection systems for demanding industrial 
applications

Founded in 2005

Head office Zurich, Switzerland

Description Main focus is on the development, production and distribution 
of a unique metal sealed pipe connection system, which has several 
advantages versus traditional welding based connection solutions. 

An activity organized by

EXAMPLE
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An activity organized by
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HAELOK
HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS

Wedge design – Axial pressing –
spring loading of press forces

Higher inside pressure makes the 
sealing even stronger

Quick and Simple installation – 2 minutes

Step 5:
Done! 

Step 1:
Cut Pipe

Step 3: 
Attach Press-Tool

Step 4: 
Press briefly

Step 2: 
Insert Pipe

Best solution for high pressure:

1200 bar pressure  for12mm 

+800 bar for < 33mm and 

+600 bar for < 60mm

New fittings for district heating

connecting metal to PB/PEX 

connection for pre insulated pipes 

District Heating

APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLE



BUSINESS IS ALWAYS HUMAN TO HUMAN. SPRINGNET offers a range of support services to
managers and teams in companies and organisations. An area which is constantly in focus for our
customers is short and long term supply of competence. A frequent dilemma is that the recruitment
process is launched only once a vacancy is a fact. A traditional search and recruitment process requires
at least 4-6 months, often longer. In practice this means that someone – not seldom the manager – has
to carry a double responsibility and workload for a long period of time.

To address this challenge, SPRINGNET has developed a new service which we have labelled Pro-active
Search & Recruitment. In practice this involves assisting companies to analyse and define the
expected requirements for recruitments in the next 1-2 years. Once the profiles have been clearly
specified, we engage in actively searching for individuals according to defined criteria. As we find
suitable candidates we present them to the company. When the right individual has been identified,
the company can decide to recruit immediately or when possible with an agreed time-lag.

Through our extensive net-work in Sweden and abroad, we regularly search and gather names on the
best available competences in targeted industry sectors. Companies with which we co-operate will be
given access to this information. We are highly selective in our search process. Through extensive
interviews we seek to understand why the candidate is open to change job and what the objectives are
– whereto are they heading, why, what will they achieve once in the new position, and how.

In some cases the search process ends up in a regular employment. In other the result may be an
interim solution, which in a consecutive step may lead to a fixed position. We charge our customers
only once a recruitment has been successfully concluded, i.e. when the match between the needs and
the haves which results in a contract between a candidate and the company.

The advantages for companies using this service are multiple
• Opportunities to improve forward planning and to reduce time constraints
• More rapid and efficient process – less time required for selection and interviews
• Significantly lower total cost compared to traditional recruitment processes
• No cost until the right candidate has been identified and recruited
• Flexibility – the company is not locked-up with SPRINGNET – can carry out parallel search activities

We are ready to engage in an open-ended dialogue with you to understand the needs and priorities in
your ongoing supply of competence. Based on this we would be able to describe how SPRINGNET
could support you in this process. We would also be more than happy to present other management
support services provided by SPRINGNET

SPRINGNET
HUMAN SUPPORT

▪ TRAINING & EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

▪ NETWORKING FORUMS

▪ CONNECTION TO UNIVERSITIES

▪ RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

▪ COMPETENCE & RESOURCE POOL

▪ RECRUITMENTS

▪ OUTPLACEMENTS

▪ COACHING & CAREER PLANNING

HUMAN SUPPORT SERVICES

SPRINGNET AB
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pa@springnet.se
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… BUT TO GO REALLY FAR…
The simple fact that we refuse to recognize
limitations in ourselves, in our activities and in our
teams and organisations, is the key requirement
to actually moving above and beyond. However,
as we all know, to simply believe is not enough.
We also need to define our direction and
objectives and to add motion before take-off. The
ability to gather relevant facts; the competence
to understand, classify and analyse information;
the focus to set targets and to prioritise; the
structure to plan, organise and delegate activities;
the dedication to follow-up and the perseverance
to complete despite potential set-backs. These
are valid competences for individuals, as well as
for organisations and companies.

SPRINGNET HUMAN SUPPORT

SERVICES
SPRINGNET

HUMAN SUPPORT SERVICES

WE CAN ALL FLY…
‘

A common pattern in all human activities is to
constantly push ambitions and objectives – further,
higher, faster, longer. The inherent belief that there
are no limitations to what we can actually achieve is
what makes individuals great and companies
prosperous. Irrespective of the size of the challenge
we face, we know that it is always possible to
overcome. Prosperity emerges from the conviction
that any challenge or obstacle we may face should
in reality be regarded as an opportunity. It is not
only airplanes that take off against the wind.
Headwind is also a requirement and opportunity for
individuals and organisations.
We can all fly! It’s just a question of attitude.

… WE COULD ALL MAKE USE OF A SPRINGNET
The issue is not to fly only once. The challenge is to fly every day, all the time, still higher and
higher. The challenge for a manager is even greater. It is to make other people fly too –
individuals, teams, organisations, customers. Our mission is to be a SPRINGNET – to support
managers and individuals in their strive to make themselves and their organisations reach ever
higher. We do this by providing the collective resources from an international network of
individuals, each with his and her unique set of competences, experiences, cultural
background and operational track record. By combining your skills with our experiences, we
can jointly weave a tailor made SPRINGNET to make you and your team fly as high and as far as
you want.

Take a Hand. Now.

9

HUMAN SUPPORT

• COMPETENCE & RESOURCE POOL

• RECRUITMENTS

• OUTPLACEMENTS

• COACHING & CAREER PLANNING

• TRAINING & EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

• NETWORKING FORUMS

• CONNECTION TO UNIVERSITIES

springnet
management support

www.springnet.se
250 Partners – 20 Markets
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Winning is not a position, it’s a process

In today’s competitive environment, organizations and
companies, and the teams and individuals constituting them
alike, can never allow themselves to lean back, to stop
evolving, to congratulate themselves on their achievements.
The temporary feeling of fulfillment after a win, must
immediately be replaced by the impatient questions of
where – what – how next. Being a winner is not a position. It’s
a never ending, relentless and often painful process. Being a
winner is a state of mind of individuals, and through them
the teams they forge, and the organizations they build.
Whatever was achieved today will be overrun tomorrow.

FACTOR SEVEN
ENABLING INDIVIDUALS AND TEAMS TO GRASP THE DECISIVE MOMENTS

CONNECTING WORDS TO ACTIONS, VISIONS TO RESULTS AND

DREAMS TO FULFILMENT

INDIVIDUAL & ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

“Pain is just weakness leaving the body”

As in sports, business is an unforgiving activity. The winner
takes it all, the loser standing small. But a win is as elusive as
snow in the sun. Here today, gone tomorrow. Anyone who is
too flattered by being in the limelight, will soon become
flattened like a deer trapped in the spotlight. If you stay put
you’re dead. Complacency and satisfaction are your
constant enemies. As are the rivals you just beat. You can be
certain of one thing – failure is one of the strongest
motivators of all.

No matter how high you reached today, someone will soon surpass it. This is not a hope
or a threat. As history has proven over and over again, it’s a certainty. And an opportunity.
But it is so only for the winners. Of tomorrow.

Becoming a fat, lazy cat makes you the ultimate prey for competitors. How do winners
stay ahead? This is the eternal question in sports. And in business. There are as many
answers to this question, as there are coaches, and consultants. But whatever theory
they profess, and no matter if they address a top athlete or a high school football team, a
top performing university student or a hospital crew, a travelling sales man in Northern
Sweden, or the management team in a global Forbes 500 company – the message is
always the same.

It’s all about FACTOR SEVEN
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GOING BEYOND THE HORIZON. Companies are operating under increasing pressure from its
customers and owners to reduce prices and costs, to develop the service level, to increase market
shares, and to improve environmental and financial returns. As a direct consequence, operators are
presenting similar requirements to their suppliers of goods and services. More value for Less Total Cost is
the ever repeated message from customers to suppliers, all along the value chain. At the same time
there is an upgrading of the meaning in the words “Value” and “Costs”.

Value is no longer measured only in monetary terms. Customers, end-users, politicians, investors and
the society as a whole are becoming increasingly focused on other forms of values related to products
and services – environmental impact locally and globally, waste management, energy efficiency,
sustainability issues, perception by the broader public, impact on the asset values, brand recognition,
etc.

Costs on the other hand are less and less defined as the up-front cost to buy and assemble
the technologies and competences required for generation and distribution of products. The concept of
Life Cycle Costs is gaining ground among all professional buyers. The focus is to assess and compare the
total costs involved in building, operating and maintaining an investment object throughout its lifetime.
This is something totally different than comparing the up-front price of a piece of technology. It requires
extensive competence and experience in order to properly compare a range of parameters – life cycle
performance, design optimisation, support services, warranties, logistical and administrative costs and
services.

All in all, the message is that there is a need for buyers and suppliers all along the value chain to develop
the way of interaction. Historically the interaction between buyers and suppliers has been regarded as a
zero sum game – a negotiation duel in which one wins and the other loses. When peering beyond the
horizon it becomes clear that a new relationship between buyers and suppliers is taking form. And the
horizon is approaching fast, we will soon all be beyond it. The future belongs to those who are able to
aim and reach beyond the horizon and manage to develop their ability to establish a multi-party co-
operation along the value chain. A partnership in which all are driven by the same philosophy – either all
win, or none.

Bring yourself and your customers beyond the horizon. Now.

SPRINGNET
STRATEGIC SUPPORT

▪ DIGITAL STRATEGIES

▪ FINANCIAL ADVICE

▪ MODERATING STRATEGY SESSIONS

▪ SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES

▪ STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES

▪ SCREENINGS & BUSINESS PLANNING

▪ DUE DILIGENCE ACTIVITIES

▪ BEYOND THE HORIZON PROCESS

STRATEGIC SUPPORT SERVICES

THE EDGE
of knowledge
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SPRINGNET
SUPPORT SERVICES

HAVE IT DONE. NOW. SPRINGNET offers a range of services to support companies to access new
markets and customers, and to increase sales and margins. Detailed competence on applications and
markets combined with an extensive network and close personal relationships are critical components
for reaching success in sales. No one can be the jack in all trades. Effectiveness depends on the ability
to focus. In our case we are fully focused on two industry sectors only - Waste-to-Energy and District
Heating and Cooling. Some may regard this as a rather limited scope. On the other hand, our
competence and high quality networks in these sectors are unparalleled in the geographical markets
in which we are present.

OUR BASIC PHILOSOPHY is that Business to Business is always Human to Human. If you want to increase
sales and access new markets and customers you need to know the key individuals to deal with. And
they must know you. Business is like a cocktail party – to really enjoy it and make sure you get to know
the people you want to know, you are better off with someone who can guide you, introduce you and
facilitate the discussions and further contacts. The ideal guide is the one who knows who and what
you are looking for, and who and what the other person is interested in. To find what you want you
must first know what you are looking for. Only those
who know what they want stand a chance of actually getting it. Our role is that of a path-finder, guide,
facilitator and active host, with the mission of increasing the likelihood for you finding
what and who you need as quickly as possible.

OUR KEY RESOURCE is our network of more than 250 local partners in more than 20 markets,
all with a long professional experience and broad local network in the W2E and district energy sectors.
Most partners have more than 20 years of track record in sales, production, logistics or management
in the industry, thus requiring minimal set-up time when taking on an assignment. They not only know
what they talk about, they also know whom to talk to. And even more importantly, these key decision
makers know them – and trust their competence and advice. Again, business for us is a human activity
– it’s all about personal relations and trust. Our customers bring the content – we provide the context.

OUR NETWORK OF PARTNERS includes the key
players in the industry sectors and markets in
which we present – operators, technology and
service providers, consultants and contractors.
We also have close relations with relevant
industry organizations, public institutions,
investors and specialized advisory service
providers in markets concerned.
Quality before quantity is our core principle
when selecting partners. Our local teams are
constantly active in securing the quality of our
networks, and in up-dating our market
knowledge.

Speed and results are of essence in today’s business. The only way for us to be entrusted with
assignments from our customers is to always aim to stay ahead, prepared and ready for action. Our
motto is therefore – There is No time to Waste – Have it Done. Now.

250 PARTNERS – 20 MARKETS
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www.springnet.se

SPRINGNET
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SERVICES

SPRINGNET is a pan-European support company offering a range of temporary assistance services
on short notice to managers and management teams. From own experience we know that the
work conditions of managers of today can be best compared to those of Formula 1 drivers. Full
speed ahead, constant time pressure, unmerciful competition, gigantic expectations from fans and
staff, and inexorable impatience for results from owners. New challenges and issues can often
appear suddenly and un-expectantly. Anywhere along the race track. For this reason successful
Formula 1 teams have established a web of services to assist their pilots to perform and to win.
Drivers can always expect immediate assistance in the pit-stop. Our ambition is to provide a similar
service to the best-in-class teams and drivers competing on race tracks of business.
The 250 professionals who are partners in the SPRINGNET network spread across more than 20
countries are all highly experienced and well connected. Most have more than 25 years of operative
management experience enabling them to take on assignments with minimal set-up time..

The role of SPRINGNET is to offer a range of support services to managers and teams, on short
notice, Whether there is a temporary challenge, need for longer term assistance or perhaps a
sudden urgency, we are there holding out a hand for you to take, We are ready to assist, whenever
you seek our assistance in the pit-stop.

Business is Always Human to Human

SPRINGNET is a management support company offering a range of temporary
assistance services on short notice to managers and management teams. The
250 professionals who are partners in the SPRINGNET network spread across
more than 20 countries are all highly experienced and well connected. Most
have more than 25 years of experience in their specific industry sector.

250 PARTNERS – 20 MARKETS

SPRINGNET EUROPE

SPRINGNET AB
WATERFRONT BUILDING
STOCKHOLM - SWEDEN

INFO@SPRINGNET.SE

+46 70 56 111 99

SPRINGNET OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT SERVICES TO EUROPEAN MANAGERS & TEAMS

THROUGH ITS OWN STAFF AND ITS EXTENSIVE NETWORK OF

HIGHLY EXPERIENCED PARTNERS ACROSS EUROPE

Our guiding principle is that Business is never just Business to
Business. It is always Human to Human. Products and services are not
sold to companies, but to the individuals constituting them.
Companies do no business, only humans do. The role of SPRINGNET is
that of a facilitator offering a range of support services to enable these
humans to do even more business. We are holding out a supporting
hand for you to take. When you need one.

springnet
management support

Have it Done. Now.

springnet
management support

www.springnet.se
250 Partners – 20 Markets

SPRINGNET AB
Stockholm Waterfront
www.springnet.se

PETER ANDERBERG
 +46 70 56 111 99
pa@springnet.se
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▪ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING & SUPPORT

▪ MARKET RESEARCH & NEWS SERVICE

▪ NETWORKING & MATCH MAKING

▪ OPERATIONAL SALES SUPPORT

▪ BUSINESS STRATEGY & PLANNING

▪ SEARCH, RECRUITMENT AND POOLING

▪ COACHING & TEAM BUILDING

▪ DUE DILIGENCE & INVESTOR SERVICES

▪ PROCUREMENT & LOGISTICS

▪ CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
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Have it Done. Now.
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www.springnet.se
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SPRINGNET is a management support company offering a range of
assistance services on short notice to managers and management teams.
The 250 professionals who are partners in the SPRINGNET network spread
across more than 20 countries are all highly experienced and well
connected. Most have more than 25 years of experience in their specific
industry sector.

250 PARTNERS – 20 MARKETS

SPRINGNET EUROPE

Our guiding principle is that Business is never just Business to Business. It is
always Human to Human. Products and services are not sold to companies,
but to the individuals constituting them. Companies do no business, only
humans do. The role of SPRINGNET is that of a facilitator offering a range of
support services to enable these humans to do even more business. We are
holding out a supporting hand for you to take. When you need one.
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▪ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING & SUPPORT

▪ MARKET RESEARCH & NEWS SERVICE

▪ NETWORKING & MATCH MAKING

▪ OPERATIONAL SALES SUPPORT

▪ BUSINESS STRATEGY & PLANNING

▪ SEARCH, RECRUITMENT AND POOLING

▪ COACHING & TEAM BUILDING

▪ DUE DILIGENCE & INVESTOR SERVICES

▪ PROCUREMENT & LOGISTICS

▪ CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

The Heat is On in the District Energy sector world wide. Having proven its case in the Nordic countries –
commercially, financially, politically and environmentally – heat networks are now attracting interest
from a broad range of stakeholders across Europe and beyond. W2E and District Energy are no longer
theoretical concepts being studied and advocated by politicians, energy experts and environmentalists.
Pipe systems are installed, and sub-stations connected. Experiences are being accumulated. And they
are positive. Energy customers, politicians, operators, investors, media, environmentalists all agree.
District Energy is here to stay. And to grow. Driven by end user convenience, political demands for
energy efficiency and security, public concerns for the environment, and unexplored commercial
opportunities.

There is No Time to Waste for those who want to establish a position in the emerging District Energy
market. Now is the time. To enter the market, and to find the answers to all the key questions for anyone
involved in sales, business development and investments.

WHERE IS THE MARKET

countries, regions, 
sectors, segments

WHAT IS THE MARKET

volumes, driving forces, 
trends, demand

WHO IS THE MARKET

stakeholders, customers  
and individuals to attract

HOW SERVE THE MARKET

proposition & strategy to 
match the demand

WITH WHOM PARTNER

local companies and 
individuals to involve
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